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Austrian composer Anton Bruckner (1824-96) was devout in his religion, and he dedicated his
ninth and final symphony "To God the Beloved." Bruckner called the work's third movement his
"Farewell to Life," and indeed, the composer did not survive to complete the symphony. He had
conceived the entire final movement and orchestrated large portions of it, which were
posthumously finished and performed. This edition represents the first authoritative attempt at
reproducing what the composer wrote, rather than concluding the work.The symphony was first
published in 1902 in the Löwe edition, the only performed version for three decades. A 1932
concert by the Munich Philharmonic featured both the complete Löwe version—with its many
alterations to orchestrations, phrasing, and dynamics—and this edition by Alfred Orel, which
includes only the first three complete movements in the composer's original form. The landmark
performance provided the impetus for the support and funding of the Bruckner Society to
prepare authentic versions of all of the symphonies. This inexpensive and authoritative edition of
Bruckner's haunting and spiritual work will appeal to performers, conductors, and other music
lovers.

From the PublisherOsprey's Combat series combines the best archival photography available
with specially commissioned artworks and first hand accounts, making these books favourites
amongst historians, modellers and aviation enthusiasts everywhere.About the AuthorDavid
Donald has had a lifelong interest in aviation, having edited many aviation partworks and books.
He is currently editor of the prestigious 'World Air Power Journal', and managing editor of
Aerospace Publishing, publishers of 'Wings of Fame', aircraft partworks and a range of books
including the classic 'Gulf Air War Debrief'. He has contributed to several other publications,
including 'Aircraft Illustrated' and the 'Royal Air Force Yearbook'. David currently lives in
Oxfordshire with his wife and two children.
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The book by Anton Bruckner has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 15 people have provided feedback.
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